Africa Regional Workshop on Improving Routine Data for Child Health in National Health Information Systems

Ensuring that child health and nutrition data from national HIS are available, accessible, of high quality and used for decision making
Burkina Faso

Boldly attempting to improve child health by rapid scale up of a routine child health data digital solution (leDA)
Dedicated to improving governance and Decentralizing data functions
Ethiopia

Extension workers for health (HEWJs) can provide and use data excellently, if supported by supervision and performance improvement teams.
Malawi

Major effort to harmonize Ministry of Health Indicators
Mozambique

More child health indicators in the HMIS, along with logistic information
Nigeria

 Necessary to include private sector data in HMIS, and Need to have scorecards for healthy competition
Uganda

Urgency in harmonizing child health indicators and digital health systems, and using data with scorecards
Tanzania

“To Be” Health Information system with an interoperability layer and Terminology service
South Africa

Super host of the conference!! and focused on Standards

Note: Za is ISO code for South Africa
Zimbabwe

Zealous about getting Zinc into children with diarrhea through upgraded IMNCI protocol and register and looking to make it electronic
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Presenters:
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Marketplace:
• Living Goods: Medic Mobile SmartHealth App
• World Vision: CommCare
• Malaria Consortium: upSCALE
• ONA: OpenSRP
• Terre de Hommes: IeDA
• PSI: HNQIS; MCS app
• Malawi MOH: cStock